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Abstract 14 

In this study we demonstrate that the adoption of a segmenting and shielding (S&S) strategy 15 

could increase scope to partially exit COVID-19 lockdown while limiting the risk of an 16 

overwhelming second wave of infection. 17 

The S&S strategy has an antecedent in the “cocooning” of infants by immunisation of close 18 

family members (Forsyth et al., 2015), and forms a pillar of infection, prevention and control 19 

(IPC) strategies (RCN, 2017). We are unaware of it being proposed as a major public health 20 

initiative previously. 21 

We illustrate the S&S strategy using a mathematical model that segments the vulnerable 22 

population and their closest contacts, the “shielders”. We explore the effects on the 23 

epidemic curve of a gradual ramping up of protection for the vulnerable population and a 24 

gradual ramping down of restrictions on the non-vulnerable population over a period of 12 25 

weeks after lockdown. 26 

The most important determinants of outcome are: i) post-lockdown transmission rates 27 

within the general population segment and between the general and vulnerable segments; 28 

ii) the fraction of the population in the vulnerable and shielder segments; iii) adherence with 29 

need to be protected; and iv) the extent to which population immunity builds up in all 30 

segments.  31 

We explored the effects of extending the duration of lockdown and faster or slower 32 

transition to post-lockdown conditions and, most importantly, the trade-off between 33 

increased protection of the vulnerable segment and fewer restrictions on the general 34 

population.  35 

We illustrate how the potential for the relaxation of restrictions interacts with specific policy 36 

objectives. We show that the range of options for relaxation in the general population can 37 
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be increased by maintaining restrictions on the shielder segment and by intensive routine 38 

screening of shielders. 39 

We find that the outcome of any future policy is strongly influenced by the contact matrix 40 

between segments and the relationships between physical distancing measures and 41 

transmission rates. These relationships are difficult to quantify so close monitoring of the 42 

epidemic would be essential during and after the exit from lockdown. 43 

More generally, S&S has potential applications for any infectious disease for which there are 44 

defined proportions of the population who cannot be treated or who are at risk of severe 45 

outcomes. 46 

  47 
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Introduction 48 

As of 3rd May 2020, 3,349,786 confirmed COVID-19 cases and 238,628 COVID-19 related 49 

deaths had been reported globally (WHO, 2020). Countries around the world have imposed 50 

severe physical distancing measures – ‘lockdown’ – on their entire population to reduce the 51 

rate of spread of infection. These measures cause huge (though not fully quantified) 52 

societal, psychological and economic harm, and have major indirect impacts on health care 53 

provision (OECD, 2020) so there is an urgent need to find ways of exiting lockdown safely. 54 

Here, we consider one option for facilitating exit from lockdown: segmenting and shielding 55 

(S&S). Segmenting is dividing the population into groups that are relatively homogeneous in 56 

healthcare characteristics or needs (Low et al., 2020). Shielding is a way to protect people 57 

who are especially vulnerable to severe COVID-19 outcomes by minimising all interaction 58 

between them and other people (British Lung Foundation, 2020). 59 

S&S addresses the concern that while the economic, social and psychological costs of 60 

lockdown are distributed across the entire population the public health burden is highly 61 

concentrated in identifiable populations of persons “vulnerable” to COVID-19. 62 

Key risk factors for vulnerability to COVID-19 are defined by the World Health Organisation 63 

(WHO) as those over 60 years old and those with underlying medical conditions (such as 64 

cardiovascular disease, hypertension, diabetes, chronic respiratory disease, and cancer) 65 

(WHO, 2020). Although risk factors for severe COVID-19 disease are still incompletely 66 

understood, the UK government identified 1.5 million potentially vulnerable individuals who 67 

have been advised to shield themselves from infection (Table S1). 68 

There have been numerous mathematical modelling studies of the actual and predicted 69 

impact of physical distancing measures on COVID-19 epidemics (e.g. Leung et al., 2020; 70 

Bayham et al., 2020; Tuite et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2020; Prem et al., 2020; Block et al., 2020). 71 

Very few have explicitly considered shielding (McKeigue and Colhoun, 2020; Neufeld et al., 72 

2020; Weitz et al., 2020) and, despite its inclusion as part of national and international 73 

strategy for responding to COVID-19, shielding is not included by any of the mathematical 74 

models being used to inform policy in the UK, nor (to the best of our knowledge) any other 75 

country. One modelling study in the UK concluded that physical distancing of those over 70 76 

years old (including a 75% reduction of contacts outside home and workplace) would 77 

contribute to reducing the burden on the National Health Service (NHS), though lockdown 78 

would still be needed to keep burden within NHS capacity (Ferguson et al., 2020). 79 

We therefore constructed a mathematical model designed to explore the complex trade-80 

offs between maintaining or increasing protection for some population segments (shielding) 81 

and maintaining or relaxing restrictions on other segments. Key features of our approach 82 

include: i) explicit representation of the contact structure between three population 83 

segments: vulnerable (v), shielders (s) and the general population (g); and ii) rapidly 84 

decaying post-infection immunity. 85 
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We use the model to explore the potential of S&S to meet specific policy goals for the UK, 86 

namely: i) to save lives; ii) to prevent NHS capacity being overwhelmed; and iii) to protect 87 

NHS staff. We consider three, increasingly restrictive, specific objectives that are consistent 88 

with these policy goals: 89 

1) future level of infection in the vulnerable population to be kept below the level at 90 

the start of lockdown; 91 

2) future levels of infection in the entire population to be kept below levels below 92 

levels at the start of lockdown; 93 

3) no increase in numbers of cases or deaths after the start of lockdown. 94 

Objectives (1) and (2) would allow levels of infection to rise in at least some segments at 95 

some point in the future. We emphasize that we do not regard any level of infection in any 96 

subset of the population as acceptable: COVID-19 can be a serious disease in all age groups 97 

and risk groups. However, we suggest that COVID-19 in the non-vulnerable population 98 

segments could be managed using a conventional response, centred around good clinical 99 

care and proportionate public health measures, without resorting to lockdown of the entire 100 

population. 101 

Methods summary 102 

We developed a susceptible-infectious-resistant-susceptible (SIRS) compartment 103 

metapopulation model. Briefly, the population is divided into equal-sized segments with 104 

frequency-dependent transmission occurring between segments (see Supplementary 105 

Methods for full details). Each segment is comprised of individuals from either the 106 

vulnerable, shielder or general population. The contact structure for the baseline realisation 107 

of the model is shown in Figure 1. 108 

We use the model to explore plausible scenarios for the dynamics of a COVID-19 epidemic 109 

during exit from lockdown. We do not make specific predictions; there are too many 110 

uncertainties about the epidemiology of COVID-19 for anything other than short-term 111 

extrapolations of epidemiological data to be robust. However, we are able to explore the 112 

trade-offs that exist between increasing protection for the vulnerable population segments 113 

and relaxation of restrictions for non-vulnerable segments. We discuss below how the 114 

outputs of the model can be used to inform policy. 115 

Key considerations are the definition of and the size of the vulnerable population. Our 116 

approach is informed by public health guidance from the UK government; age and specified 117 

underlying health conditions are of primary concern. We therefore consider a set of models 118 

including some or all of the following categories: 119 

- individuals >=70 years old (differing from the WHO criterion); 120 

- individuals in receipt of government advice to shield; 121 

- care home residents, those receiving care in the home and hospital patients. 122 
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We enumerated these categories using published data (Burton et al., 2019; BLF, 2020; NHS, 123 

2020; ONS, 2019). For our baseline scenario we designated 20% of the total population as 124 

vulnerable. We assumed a 1:1 ratio of shielders to vulnerable. The remaining 60% of the 125 

population are not in either category and we refer to this as the 20-20-60 model. We 126 

estimate that the relative risk of severe disease in the vulnerable 20% is 16:1 (see 127 

Supplementary Methods). 128 

We also considered alternative scenarios where the most vulnerable 14%, 8% or 2% are 129 

shielded and attributed relative risks of severe disease to these fractions (see 130 

Supplementary Methods). We assumed that the smaller the vulnerable population the 131 

fewer of their contacts were with the general population: ranging from 3 in 5 for the 20-20-132 

60 model to 1 in 5 for the 2-2-96 model (see Supplementary Methods). 133 

SIRS model parameters were informed by the UK’s Reasonable Worst Case values R0=2.8 134 

and doubling time=3.3 days, giving an infectious period of 8.57 days and recovery rate 135 

γ=1/8.57 days = 0.117 day-1 (National Commissioning Group, 2020).  136 

The contact structures in infectious disease models may be informed by empirical data, e.g. 137 

from the POLYMOD study (Mossong et al., 2008). However, such studies cannot inform 138 

COVID-19 modelling given the huge impact of physical distancing measures on behaviour. 139 

Moreover, the POLYMOD study did not explicitly consider contacts between the vulnerable, 140 

shielder and general population segments. We therefore used as simple as possible contact 141 

structure that captures the key features of interest here. 142 

Transmission rates, β values, were allowed to vary over four phases (P1-P4). Prior to 143 

lockdown (P1) we assumed fully homogenous contact between segments, noting that this 144 

implies a force of infection from the general population three times higher than from the 145 

vulnerable or shielder populations (Figure 1). We chose β values to give P1 Re=1.7 (where Re 146 

is the effective reproduction number – see Supplementary Methods for explanation of Re), 147 

reflecting measures already in place immediately before lockdown, including voluntary self-148 

isolation of cases and quarantining of affected households. During lockdown (P2) we 149 

assumed lower values for all β’s including some impact of the shielding advice already in 150 

place, giving Re=0.8 for the vulnerable population and 0.9 for others. Over a 12-week period 151 

after lockdown (P3) we varied β values linearly towards a final value either greater than 152 

(relaxation) or less than (protection) P2 values, after which (P4) they remained constant. See 153 

Supplementary Methods for full details of β values used. 154 

Initial conditions for the baseline model were chosen to give a cumulative exposure of 6% at 155 

t=78 days (one week after start of lockdown), consistent with emerging serological data 156 

(PHE, 2020).  157 

We conducted a series of sensitivity analyses on model parameters, including analyses of 158 

the impact of different levels of compliance and of active screening of shielders for 159 

infection.  160 

 161 
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Results 162 

The baseline simulation for the 20-20-60 model generated a scenario in which the 163 

combination of increased protection of the vulnerable population and partial relaxation of 164 

restrictions for the rest of the population allow a second wave of infection to occur, peaking 165 

in the vulnerable population on 141 days after the end of lockdown (Figure 2A). In the 166 

vulnerable population the peak was lower than the first peak, but in the other segments it 167 

was higher. For this scenario, the percentage of the severe disease burden occurring in the 168 

vulnerable population is reduced from 80% to 55% (Table 1). 169 

The modelled changes in β values (Figure 2B) translated into changes in the underlying 170 

effective reproduction number, Re. For our baseline simulation during Phase 4 although Re 171 

was <1 for the vulnerable population it was >1 in both non-vulnerable segments (highest in 172 

the general population) and overall (Figure 2C). This has two implications. Firstly, that 173 

outbreaks in the vulnerable population are self-limiting and, secondly, that the eventual 174 

decline in the epidemic is due to the build-up of population immunity (Figure S1). We note 175 

that P2 Re<1 implies that if lockdown were continued then levels of infection in all segments 176 

would eventually fall to very low levels. 177 

Extending P2 beyond 6 weeks resulted in peaks that were delayed (by more than the 178 

extension to the lockdown) but were slightly higher (Figure S2). Extending or shortening 179 

Phase 3 by ±6 weeks resulted in peaks that were 37 days later or 37 days earlier respectively 180 

but were of similar magnitude (Figure S3).  181 

Varying the start of P2 relative to the epidemic curve had a major impact on subsequent 182 

dynamics (Figure S4). This reflects substantial differences in the fractions exposed to 183 

infection and therefore the build-up of population immunity. Notably, if the lockdown 184 

started earlier in the epidemic curve than estimated (lower I(t)) then the risk of an 185 

overwhelming second wave is substantially greater (Figure S4A). 186 

Varying P2 β values (and so Re) had an effect on epidemic dynamics, not altering the 187 

qualitative outcome but substantially affecting numbers of cases in all three subpopulations 188 

(Figure S5).  189 

Varying P3/4 β values had a substantial effect on epidemic dynamics, and could alter the 190 

outcome. If P4 Re is greater than 1.99 then the second Iv peak exceeds the height of the first 191 

(Figure 3A). 192 

Variation in adherence by the vulnerable population during P3/4 was modelled as an impact 193 

on β1 and β4 values (Table M3), 100% adherence corresponding to the baseline scenario 194 

target values and 0% to a return to Phase 1 values. Assuming that adherence has a linear 195 

effect on β1 and β4 values, if adherence is less than 74% then the second Iv peak can exceed 196 

the height of the first (Figure 3B). 197 

Varying Re throughout also had a significant impact on the outcome. At higher Re values the 198 

second peak remained low, but at slightly lower values than our baseline scenario (<1.63 in 199 
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P1) the second Iv peak exceeds the height of the first peak (Figure 3C). This is because a 200 

smaller fraction was exposed in the first wave of the epidemic, so there was less population 201 

immunity. 202 

Varying the rate of loss of immunity, ζ, also had a significant impact on whether the second 203 

peak in the vulnerable population exceeded the first (Figure 3D). At longer average duration 204 

of immunity (1/ζ) the second peak remained low, but for shorter durations (<54 days) it 205 

exceeds the height of the first peak. This illustrates that epidemic dynamics are highly 206 

sensitive to the duration of immunity and its impact on the development of population 207 

immunity. 208 

Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test (FAST) analysis indicated that key outcomes are 209 

differentially sensitive to variation in individual or sets of β values (Figure 4). Three outcome 210 

measures were assessed: height of the second peak; whether the second peak is higher than 211 

the first; and cumulative incidence over one year. The value of transmission parameters 212 

within the general population and between the general and vulnerable populations have 213 

the greatest impact on outcomes.  214 

There is a clear, though asymmetric, trade-off between increasing protection of the 215 

vulnerable population and relaxing restrictions on the non-vulnerable population (Figure 216 

5A). This trade-off can be expressed in terms of combinations of protection and relaxation 217 

that meet specific policy objectives (Figures 5B-D). The more restrictive the policy objectives 218 

(increasing from 5B to 5D) the smaller the parameter space that satisfies those objectives.  219 

The higher the ratio of shielders to vulnerable (taken to be 2:1; 1:1 or 0.5:1) the more the 220 

second peaks were delayed and suppressed (Figure S6). This reflects that different fractions 221 

of the total population (more or fewer shielders) are subject to greater restrictions. 222 

Moving from the 20-20-60 model to the 14-14-72, 8-8-84 and 2-2-96 models, i.e. decreasing 223 

the vulnerable fraction and increasing the proportion of their contacts with shielders, 224 

allowed higher and earlier second peaks (Figure S7). This resulted in increased cumulative 225 

incidence in both the vulnerable and the shielder plus general population segments (Table 226 

1). At the same time the fraction of the severe disease burden in the vulnerable segment 227 

decreased. Together, this makes S&S less effective for narrower definitions of the 228 

vulnerable segment. 229 

The 20-20-60, 14-14-72, 8-8-84 and 2-2-96 models generate different trade-offs in terms of 230 

combinations of protection and relaxation that meet specified policy objectives (Figure 6). 231 

The trade-offs are complex but two key patterns are apparent: as the size of the vulnerable 232 

fraction is decreased there is: i) a larger parameter space where no policy objective is 233 

satisfied; and ii) much less scope for increasing β3, i.e. the rate of contact within the general 234 

population. These constraints can be partially eased by keeping β2 as low as possible, i.e. 235 

minimizing contacts between shielders and the general population. 236 

Discussion 237 
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We note several caveats to our findings. We used relatively simple models to explore a wide 238 

range of scenarios. These scenarios are not predictions; in our view there are too many 239 

uncertainties about the epidemiology of COVID-19 to make robust predictions beyond 240 

short-term projections of epidemic data. There are three important sources of uncertainty 241 

that may influence our results: 242 

i) The contact structure between and within segments is not well quantified. We 243 

carried out an extensive sensitivity analysis (Figure 4) to identify critical elements of the 244 

contact matrix. 245 

ii) Relaxing restrictions and increasing protection both involve changes in behaviour. 246 

These are difficult to predict in advance though they can be monitored in close to real time 247 

(Jarvis et al., 2020). 248 

iii) Further, the relationships between behavioural changes and transmission rates are 249 

also difficult to predict so close monitoring of the epidemic remains essential. 250 

Given these limitations, we simulated a range of plausible scenarios, consistent with 251 

available data. We find that a combination of increased protection of the vulnerable 252 

population and relaxation of restrictions (lockdown) on the non-vulnerable population can 253 

prevent an overwhelming second wave of the COVID-19 epidemic in the UK.  254 

This result is driven by the build-up of population immunity during the first wave, 255 

particularly in the non-vulnerable population (Figure S1). The extent of population immunity 256 

for COVID-19 is uncertain (Kellam & Barclay, 2020). However, our analysis suggests that 257 

even short-lived population immunity will have a significant effect. It has been argued that 258 

short-lived immunity (average duration c. 1 year) will allow multiple waves of infection over 259 

many years (Kissler et al., 2020). In the absence of any acquired immunity to COVID-19 the 260 

epidemic becomes significantly more difficult to control (Figure S8).  261 

Other key drivers are the size of the vulnerable population and their relative risk of severe 262 

infections. A smaller vulnerable population may be logistically easier to protect, and perhaps 263 

more likely to comply, but is likely to incur a smaller proportion of the severe disease 264 

burden. At the same time, a consequence of protecting a smaller proportion of the 265 

population and relaxing restrictions for a larger proportion is that overall transmission rates 266 

are higher. The implication is that S&S will be much more difficult to implement successfully 267 

if the proportion of the population designated vulnerable is too small. That said, as risk 268 

factors for severe COVID-19 infections become better understood it should be possible to 269 

define the vulnerable population more precisely. 270 

Sensitivity analyses suggest that the most influential transmission rates are those between 271 

the vulnerable and general population segments (Figure 4). This is important because these 272 

rates can be reduced by physical distancing, which is considerably more difficult to do for 273 

the shielders. However, the same analysis also underlines the importance of transmission 274 

within the general population, which is the main reservoir of infection. It is therefore vital 275 

that transmission rates are kept as low as possible, even if this population is allowed to exit 276 
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lockdown. Measures including self-isolation of cases, quarantining of affected households, 277 

contact tracing and voluntary physical distancing will be necessary to achieve this. 278 

In all our scenarios the vulnerable segment is subject to increased protection indefinitely. 279 

S&S is also more likely to succeed if there is less or no relaxation of restrictions on shielders. 280 

These two observations underline the importance of both identifying the vulnerable and 281 

shielder populations as precisely as possible and of developing strategies for 282 

protection/shielding that minimise the disruption to normal activities, not least to ensure 283 

high levels of adherence.  284 

Policy objectives also impact on the range of S&S strategies that could be used. The most 285 

restrictive policy objective we considered – not allowing any increase in the number of cases 286 

– cannot currently be achieved without physical distancing measures. This leaves very little 287 

room for relaxing lockdown measures even with greatly enhanced protection for the 288 

vulnerable.  289 

A key component of S&S is behavioural modification, not only for the vulnerable and 290 

shielder segments but also for the general population. We note that appropriate advice 291 

could be issued quickly and cheaply, making this suitable for any country affected by COVID-292 

19. 293 

In addition, S&S could be greatly strengthened by infrastructure and technological support 294 

for effective biosecurity, both at institutional (e.g. care homes, hospitals) and household 295 

levels in order to keep transmission rates low between and within shielders and vulnerable 296 

populations. For maximum effectiveness biosecurity requires training, high standards of 297 

hygiene, effective personal protective equipment and screening of everyone in contact with 298 

the vulnerable population.  299 

Intensive screening would, ideally, include daily checks for symptoms, daily tests for virus 300 

presence (preferably with results available the same day to prevent pre-symptomatic 301 

transmission), regular serological testing and monitoring of frequent contacts (e.g. 302 

household members) of shielders. If too large fraction of the population were to be 303 

classified as ‘shielders’ this would quickly overwhelm current testing capacity in the UK. 304 

Nonetheless, routine rapid testing of shielders could have a significant impact and further 305 

increase the scope for relaxing restrictions on the entire population (Figure S9). 306 

Finally, we note that S&S would not be implemented in isolation. Measures such as 307 

contacting tracing (both traditional and app-based) could also facilitate exit from lockdown 308 

(Kucharski et al., 2020). In the long term effective therapeutics and vaccines may alleviate 309 

the need for restrictive physical distancing measures. Even then, however, we anticipate 310 

that COVID-19 biosecurity will need to be built into the daily routines and working practices 311 

of all hospitals, care homes, other vulnerable institutions and some households, affecting 312 

everyone who resides in, works in, or visits those locations.  313 

  314 
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Figures 442 

 443 

 444 

Figure 1. Contact structure for the 20-20-60 model. There are 5 segments, each comprising 445 

20% of the total. v = vulnerable; s = shielders; g = general population. Transmission occurs 446 

within and between segments. Transmission rates within and between the three g segments 447 

are always homogenous, but may vary within and between segments of different types. 448 
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 450 

 451 

Figure 2. Trajectory plots for the proportion infected in the vulnerable, shielders and general 452 

populations, with accompanying β and Re plots. Phases 1-4 are indicated. A) Trajectory plots of the 453 

proportion of those infected in the vulnerable (green), shielders (red) and general (blue) populations, 454 

shading depicts the different phases of enhanced shielding intervention. B) Values for the different β 455 

over the course of the simulation as they are implemented for the different intervention phases. C) 456 

Values of the corresponding Re values (colours) for the different subpopulations and the overall Re 457 

(black) during the different intervention phases. 458 

 459 
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 460 

Figure 3. Sensitivity analyses. Plots show the relative height of 2nd peak versus 1st peak Iv as a 461 

function of relevant parameter value. Dotted lines represent peaks of equal height. A) Relative 462 

values of Re in P3/P4. Second peak is higher for relative value >1.22, corresponding to Re>1.99. B) 463 

Adherence in P3/P4. 100% adherence equates to P4 Re=0.4 (baseline value); 0% adherence equates 464 

to pre-lockdown value of Re=1.7. Second peak is higher for adherence <74%. C) Re in all phases. P1 Re 465 

values are shown; Re values in other phases are scaled accordingly. Second peak is higher for P1 Re 466 

<1.63. D) Duration of immunity (expressed as 1/ ζ). Second peak is higher for 1/ ζ <54 days. 467 
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 469 

Figure 4. Results of a global sensitivity (FAST) analysis on three key outcome measures with 470 

regards the proportion of the vulnerable population that become infected (Iv): 1) the height of the 471 

second peak of Iv; 2) whether the second peak of Iv is higher than the first peak and 3) cumulative Iv 472 

one year after the start of the lockdown. The bars show the partial variance of the individual model 473 

parameters. Higher bars indicate greater sensitivity of the model to that parameter. See 474 

Supplementary Methods for details of the sensitivity analysis and parameter ranges used. A) 475 

Description of explored β value “blocks” for the sensitivity analysis. β1, β2, β3 and β4 were broken 476 

down further to assess the sensitivity of the system to these values in greater detail. Lettering 477 

denotes the explored β in the FAST analysis. B) Sensitivity of the model outcome measures to the β 478 

values specified in A). C) Sensitivity of the model outcome measures to β1, β2, β3 and β4. 479 
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 481 

 482 

Figure 5. Heat maps showing the trade-off between relaxation (left to right on horizontal axis) and 483 

increasing protection (top to bottom on vertical axis). A) Heat maps describing the cumulative 484 

infected vulnerable fraction (Iv) one year after the start of lockdown for different combinations of β3 485 

and β4 for different values of β1 (rows) and β2 (columns).  B) As A) but for whether the second peak of 486 

Iv is lower (green) or higher (red) than the first peak. C) As (B) but all 2nd peaks (Iv, Is, Ig) smaller than 1st 487 

peaks (green). D) As (B) but dI/dt is negative or zero for at least 1 year after the start of lockdown for 488 

all I-compartments. 489 

 490 

 491 

 492 

 493 
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 495 

 496 

Figure 6. Heat maps showing the trade-off between relaxation (left to right on horizontal axis) and 497 

increasing protection (top to bottom on vertical axis) for the different models considered. The 498 

green shading indicates which of the policy objectives is met: Dark green: second peak of Iv is lower 499 

than the first peak. Middle green: as dark green plus all 2nd peaks (Iv, Is, Ig) lower than 1st peaks. Light 500 

green: As middle green but dI/dt is negative or zero for at least one year after the start of lockdown 501 

for all I-compartments. Red: none of the policy objectives are met. 502 
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 504 

Tables 505 

Table 1. Comparison of the estimated distribution of COVID-19 burden for the 20-20-60, 506 

14-14-72, 8-8-84 and the 2-2-96 scenarios. 507 

 Model Segment Proportion 
of 
population 

Fraction of 
severe 
disease 
burden 

Relative risk 
of severe 
disease 

Cumulative 
incidence* 

Proportion 
of severe 
disease 
burden* 

20-20-60 v 0.20 0.80 16 0.19 0.55 

s + g 0.80 0.20 1 0.60 0.45 

14-14-72 v 0.14 0.68 13.1 0.22 0.40 

s + g 0.86 0.32 1 0.68 0.60 

8-8-84 v 0.08 0.50 11.7 0.24 0.25 

s + g 0.92 0.50 1 0.74 0.75 

2-2-96 v 0.02 0.20 12.3 0.27 0.08 

s + g 0.98 0.80 1 0.79 0.92 

*Over one year period from the end of P2 (days 113 to 478). 508 

 509 
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